GENERAL INFORMATION FOR ALL APPLICANTS
The information contained below is important and maybe of general interested to your grant
application and the overall works you are undertaking in your property.

Will you need to have Electrical Works in your home?
If the answer is yes, then you need to make sure that you and your contractor comply with
the legislation where the type of electrical works you are undertaking are notifiable under
Part P of the Building Regulations. There are two routes to achieving compliance, you can
use a competent person self-certification scheme or you can submit plans or building
notice to the Local Authority Building control for those works classed as notifiable. The
easiest route is to use registered self-certified contractors; you can find a contractor using
the following government website.
Electrical Competent person http://www.electricalcompetentperson.co.uk/
In either case, when work is finished you must ensure that you have Electrical Installation
Certificate signed by a competent person. Until we receive this certificate we cannot issue
a Completion Certificate for the whole of the works. A Completion Certificate is a very
important document that will be needed should you ever sell your house.
Further information on notifiable works can be found on www.carlisle.gov.uk or you can
contact Building Control on email bc@carlisle.gov.uk or telephone 01228 817184.

Will you need Gas works in your home?
If you need work carried out to a cooker, boiler or fixed gas fire, then by LAW you must
have the work carried out by a GAS SAFE registered engineer, so please check that the
person you are employing is registered and have the qualifications first. Badly fitted and
poorly serviced appliances can cause gas leaks, fires, explosions and carbon monoxide
poisoning. Using an illegal gas fitter can end up costing you thousands of pounds to have
fixed. Worst of all, it could put the lives of you, and your loved ones in danger.
For further information on Gas Safety and finding a registered Gas Contractor then visit,
http://www.gassaferegister.co.uk/
Advice is also available from the Health and Safety Executive visit
http://www.hse.gov.uk/gas/domestic/index.htm
If you smell gas in your home, then ACT immediately contact Northern Gas Works on
0800 111 999.

Seeking professional Advice on Flood Resistance/resilience measures
There are a number of organisations that can help you to find out more about the
technology such as the National Flood Forum, through their Blue Pages Guide, and the
Flood Protection Association.
Once you have explored the possible options, the next step will be a survey of your
property. This will check for all possible points where water can easily seep in, such as
doors, windows, air bricks and even the toilet. You can either go direct to a manufacturer
who provides a survey as part of their overall package or have an independent survey.
If you want an independent survey, try to look for a firm who are locally based or who has
previously worked in the area. You can contact the Royal Institute for Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) who have a list of professional chartered surveyors that you can search by
postcode.
DEFRA has published a template for those undertaking surveys as part of its funded
schemes. The report should address the following matters:




Provides an assessment of the flood risk (depth, duration, type(s), frequency)
Provides a comprehensive assessment of all possible points where water could
enter a building and how it might affect a building based on its existing envelope
and internal systems.
Suggest measures that can be adopted to protect a building.

The survey will recommend a combination of products. Organisations such as the National
Flood Forum and the Flood Protection Association will be able to direct you to reputable
companies who can fulfil the specifications.
Worried about Rogue Traders, then Buy with Confidence
In response to concerns about ‘rogue traders’ which are often highlighted in the media, a
partnership of Local Authority Trading Standards Services have taken a ground-breaking step
by putting together the Buy With Confidence Scheme. The scheme provides consumers with a
list of local businesses which have given their commitment to trading fairly. Every business
listed has undergone a series of detailed checks before being approved as a member of the
scheme.
For further information on the scheme visit or to find a trader visit,
https://www.buywithconfidence.gov.uk/
You can also contact the Trading Standards on 01539 713594 or email:
trading.standards@cumbria.gov.uk

Building Regulations Approval
Some of the works that will be required during reinstatement after a flood, such as
replacing floor structures, replacing floor boards and relining walls will require notification
to Building Control, usually through a Building Notice. Guidance can be found at
http://www.carlisle.gov.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Residents/Building%20Control/Building%2
0Control%20advice%20-%202015.pdf
If you have insurance then your insurance company should take this into account when
instructing contractors who may submit permissions on your behalf. It is however its worth
knowing as it still remain the householders responsibility. Typically householders are
aware that they need consent regarding building construction or extension of new
buildings, however some other work may approval include:









replace fuse boxes and connected electrics
install a bathroom that will involve plumbing
change electrics near a bath or shower
put in a fixed air-conditioning system
replace windows and doors
replace roof coverings on pitched and flat roofs
install or replace a heating system
add extra radiators to a heating system.

If your project needs approval but you’d rather not apply yourself, you can hire a
tradesperson registered with a competent person scheme instead. The additional benefits
of using a competent person schemes ensure that you getting the backing of insurancebacked warranties and complaints procedures if there’s a problem with the work.
Further information can be found on the government website,
www.competentperson.co.uk
If you are unsure about whether your work will require notification then, Householders can
contact Building Control on email bc@carlisle.gov.uk or telephone 01228 817184.

Is your property in a Conservation area or listed?
Listed buildings are buildings of special historic or architectural interest which have been
recorded by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport. Buildings on the list are graded
I, II* and II, Grade I being the most important. Listed Building Consent is required for
virtually any proposals which result in change.
Listed Building Consent is required for repairs alterations and/or extensions which
materially alter the appearance, structure or historic interest of a listed building. This will
include those properties which are being restored following flooding and additional works
which may be considered under resistance or resilience measures.
Householders should also be mindful if there property falls within one of the 19 designated
Conservation areas in the district. Conservation areas are areas of special architectural or
historic interest. They are identified so we can protect them and make further
improvements to their appearance.

A technical guide is available from Historic England and is available to download from the
City Councils website, entitled Flooding and Historic Buildings. The document is designed
to assist those who live in, own or manage historic buildings that together with their
historic fixtures and fittings are threatened by periodic flooding. It is applicable to listed
buildings and unlisted buildings of traditional construction. It contains advice on
preventative measures to minimise flood damage as well as on the inspection,
conservation and repair of historic buildings after flooding.
Further advice can also be obtained from the Council’s Heritage Officer on 01228 817200
or email edadmin@carlisle.gov.uk

Requirements under the Party Wall Act
It is likely that as part of your flood restoration/resistance/resilience works, you may have to
undertake works affecting the party wall of your property, and this may require you to inform
adjoining owners through a legal process.
Briefly if a building owner wishes to undertake any of the following works, they would be
required to follow the correct notice procedures under the Act;










to repair a party wall
to insert a damp proof course
to underpin the whole thickness of a party wall (for example, to prevent settlement)
to cut into a party wall to take the bearing of a beam (for example for a loft conversion).
to raise the height of a party wall (for example, adding another storey).
to extend a party wall downwards (for example, to form a basement)
to demolish and rebuild a party wall (for example, if it is structurally defective).
to underpin the whole thickness of a party wall (for example, to form a basement)
to cut off projections from a party wall (or from an adjoining owner’s boundary or
external wall) if necessary.

Some works on a party wall may be so minor that service of notice under the Act would be
generally regarded as not necessary. This may include things like:




drilling into a party wall to fix plugs and screws for ordinary wall units or shelving
cutting into a party wall to add or replace recessed electric wiring and sockets
removing old plaster and replastering

However, the key point of the Act is whether your planned work might have any possible
consequences for the structural strength and support functions of the party wall as a
whole, or cause damage to the Adjoining Owner's side of the wall. If you are in doubt
about whether your planned work requires a notice you might wish to seek advice from a
qualified building professional.
Further advice on the Party Wall Act, can also be obtained from www.gov.uk/partywall

